
Information for potential candidates 
 
Examples of the Hotels the student will be trained at: 

The Hotels and Restaurants listed/ shown below are examples of the kind of practical training partners the students will be 
trained by and which will also pay the training allowance to the student each month. Please note that those hotels and 
restaurants are just examples for the student to be able to imagine were he or she will be trained and possibly work after 
graduation. The hotels are all situated in the Federal German State of Saxony, either in bigger cities for example as business 
hotels or in the hilly areas of the state while they have specialized on tourism. Most of the hotels would still be family-owned 
and rather boutique, serving specialities of the region and focusing on local culture. In addtion, HoGa has also provided the 
complete list of training partners in form of a comprehensive reference list as PDF. 
 
Waldgasthof und Hotel am Sauwald, https://sauwald-hotel.de/ 
 

   
 
Schlosshotel Klaffenbach, https://www.schlosshotel-chemnitz.de/ 
 

   
 
Elldus Hotel Oberwiesental, https://www.elldus.de/de/ 
 

   

https://sauwald-hotel.de/
https://www.schlosshotel-chemnitz.de/
https://www.elldus.de/de/


Schlossgaststätte Augustusburg, https://schlossgaststaette-augustusburg.de/ 
 

   

 

Hotel First Inn Zwickau, https://www.hotel-firstinn-zwickau.de/ 
 

 
 

  

 
Mc Donald’s Chemnitz 
 

   

 

 

The HoGa Kompetenzzentrum Chemnitz 

The students will be trained at the HoGa Kompetenzzentrum Chemnitz,  https://www.bbs-gerd-conde.de/kompetenzzentrum-
hoga/. The candidates will spend two weeks at the hotel/ restaurant and attend school for the rest of the month (two weeks) 
in order to receive the theoretical training and to learn German up to B2. As the students alternate between the theoretical 
and practical training, the education is called dual education. It is not just an internship program, the student receives a dual 
degree either as a cook, restaurant specialist or hotel specialist at the end of the 3 years dual training program. This degree is 
recognized not just all over Germany but also all over Europe including Switzerland. The student has the right to work in those 

https://schlossgaststaette-augustusburg.de/
https://www.hotel-firstinn-zwickau.de/
https://www.bbs-gerd-conde.de/kompetenzzentrum-hoga/
https://www.bbs-gerd-conde.de/kompetenzzentrum-hoga/


countries after graduation. The hotels/ restaurants would of course like to employ the student (in case of good performance of 
the same) after the termination of the program but the student is also free to leave the Federal State of Saxony and work 
anywhere he likes.  
 

   
 

   

 
 

The students will be trained in the following areas: 
 

• Cook  
 

• Restaurant specialist (this includes the setting up of tables, the professional waiting on tables, the cleaning up of 
tables, the taking of client reservations, counselling of clients on their food/ drink choices, professional bar 
tendering activities or the management of payments etc.) 

 
 

• Hotel specialist (including services connected to the hotel, such as front desk related tasks with regard to client 
reservations, payment and all-around check in/ out activities, restaurant, such as the setting up, cleaning and 
waiting of tables as well as the management of payments and reservations, the counselling of clients and bar 
tendering) 

 
 

• System Gastronomy (includes all round training at a Fast Food Chain Restaurant, aiming to train professionals to 
be able to look after and manage the entire process at the same) 

 
 

Those are not management positions but service-related activities while after the completion of his/her dual training the 
student can also opt for a specialization (Master level) to advance her/himself professionally in case desired. Advancement in 



this sector is also possible through the number of years of work experience in the field. In the hospitality sector professionals 
are also expected to work on weekends or public holidays. Nevertheless the 5 days per week/ 8 hours per day rule counts for 
all professionals in Germany, meaning employees are compensated with days off for each weekend, public holidays etc. spent 
working.  
 
 
 
 

The B2 Language Training 
 
The Intensive Language Training B2 upon arrival in Germany as well as the continuation of the language training during the dual 
education is organised by the cooperation partner F+U Sachsen, https://www.hs-ittweida.de/?id=studienkolleg 
The internationally experienced team will support the student in settling into the new environment and support the candidates 
in all every day matters as well as in moments they might encounter any sort of difficulties during their entire stay in Chemnitz, 
for example also in the event of illness in case a visit to the doctor/ hospital might be required. 
 

 
 

  

                                 
 
 

                                  The students lodging will be located in Chemnitz 
 
The students will share rooms at 2 to 4 students per room, depending on the availably, whereby each entity will have 

a shared kitchen for the students to store and cook food individually according to their cultural needs. 

 

                                              

https://www.hs-ittweida.de/?id=studienkolleg


 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Information on the city of Chemnitz 

Chemnitz, from 1953 to 1990: Karl-Marx-Stadt, is the third largest city in the German federal state of 

Saxony after Leipzig and Dresden. It is the 28th largest city of Germany as well as the fourth largest 

city in the area of former East Germany after (East) Berlin, Leipzig and Dresden. The city is part of the 

Central German Metropolitan Region, and lies in the middle of a string of cities sitting in the densely 

populated northern foreland of the Elster and Ore Mountains, stretching from Plauen in the southwest 

via Zwickau, Chemnitz and Freiberg to Dresden in the northeast. Located in the Ore Mountain Basin, 

the city is surrounded by the Ore Mountains to the south and the Central Saxon Hill Country to the 

north. The city stands on the Chemnitz River which is formed through the confluence of the rivers 

Zwönitz and Würschnitz in the borough of Altchemnitz. The city's economy is based on the service 

sector and manufacturing industry. Chemnitz University of Technology has around 10,000 students. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Grocery Shopping in Chemnitz 

The students will find all vegetables or chicken as well as Indian spices at reasonable prices for 

example at REWE to cook in their joined kitchen.  

https://www.rewe.de/marktseite/chemnitz/4031011/rewe-center-annaberger-strasse-

317/?ecid=seo_localseo_4031011_g_nn_nn_nn_nn_nn 

                    

 

While the students work at the hotel/ restaurant they will be offered different meals to choose from 

by their employer.  

Another option for the student to buy Indian groceries and spices is the Bollywood Shop in 

Chemnitz. 

 http://bollywood-chemnitz.de/kontakt.html 

 

            

 

If the student doesn’t want to cook but would like to eat Indian food, those are the 4 Indian 

restaurants in Chemnitz to eat at or have food delivered to the student lodging facility.  

https://www.rewe.de/marktseite/chemnitz/4031011/rewe-center-annaberger-strasse-317/?ecid=seo_localseo_4031011_g_nn_nn_nn_nn_nn
https://www.rewe.de/marktseite/chemnitz/4031011/rewe-center-annaberger-strasse-317/?ecid=seo_localseo_4031011_g_nn_nn_nn_nn_nn
http://bollywood-chemnitz.de/kontakt.html


https://maharadschapalast.de/

 

http://www.delhipalast.com/ 

 

https://bombay-palast.de/home.html 

 

https://www.restaurantnamasteindia.de/ 
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